MINISTER OF PUBLIC HOUSING, SPATIAL PLANNING, ENVIRONMENT AND INFRASTRUCTURE,

Considering:

- that a request by GEBE was received to approve technical regulations for electrical installations, based on article 18 of the National Ordinance Electricalconcessions (Dutch: Verordening Elektriciteitsconcessies – AB 2013, GT no. 147);
- that in this article it is stated that “the technical regulations for electrical installations of the users need to be approved by the Minister before they can be put into effect, [executed and enforced].”
- That because the NEN 1010 version used is updated, this new one need to be approved to give it external force regarding the electricity aspects at St. Maarten.
- That he VROMI Inspection involved has no objections to agree with this.
- That not complying to the norms approved in this Ministerial Decree can lead to denial of a request certifying connection to the GEBE grid by VROMI Inspection and enforcement by GEBE related to their general conditions.

Given:

- the National Ordinance Electricalconcessions (Dutch: Verordening Elektriciteitsconcessies – AB 2013, GT no. 147);
- Organization Decree Ministry VROMI (Dutch: Organisatiebesluit Volkshuisvesting, Ruimtelijke Ordening, Milieu en Infrastructuur - AB 2013, GT no. 145

HAS DECIDED

Article 1

1. To approve the request of GEBE to agree to use NEN 1010: 2015, NEN 1010 C2: 2016, NPRS310:2016 as norms as described in article 18 of the National Ordinance Electricalconcessions (AB 2013, GT no.147), replacing the older norms used
2. That this decision is published in the “Afkondigingsblad”
3. To enable that the documents with norms mentioned under 1. can be reviewed at the Ministry of VROMI.
4. To declare that this decision will be into effect the day after the publication.

The twenty-first of October 2020
Minister of Public Housing, Spatial Planning, Environment and Infrastructure

Uitgegeven de tweede november 2020
De Minister van Algemene Zaken
Namens deze,
Hoofd afdeling Juridische Zaken & Wetgeving